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As a magnetic conﬁnement conﬁguration for electron-positron pair-plasmas, the APEX collaboration [T.
Sunn Pedersen et al., New J. Phys. 14, 035010 (2012)] plans to construct a compact levitated dipole experiment
with a high-temperature superconducting coil. In order to realize stable levitation of the dipole ﬁeld coil, a
simple feedback-controlled levitation system was constructed with conventional analogue circuits. We report
the properties of a prototype levitation system using a permanent magnet and compare its behavior to predictions
from a stability analysis. We also present a practical review needed for the construction of a compact levitated
dipole trap system based on [J. Morikawa et al., TEION KOGAKU, (J. Cryo. Soc. Jpn.) 39, 209 (2004)].
Numerical orbit analysis suggests improved conﬁnement properties of charged particles in a dipole ﬁeld trap
by replacing the permanent magnet with a levitated superconducting coil magnet. Such a compact dipole ﬁeld
conﬁguration is potentially applicable to the conﬁnement of various charged particles including positrons and
electrons.
I. INTRODUCTION

After studies of plasma conﬁnement in internal conductor
devices in 1970’s [1], experiments in a levitated dipole conﬁguration, or a laboratory magnetosphere [2], are being carried
out that focus on the relaxation states of plasmas suitable for
advanced fusion concepts. The Ring Trap (RT) project of The
University of Tokyo was motivated by efﬁcient plasma conﬁnement observed in the Jovian magnetosphere [3], which is
explained by the theory of self-organization of ﬂowing plasmas [4, 5]. The basic concept of dipole conﬁnement was investigated in Proto-RT [6, 7], where the dipole ﬁeld was generated by a mechanically supported copper coil. In order to
minimize perturbations to plasmas caused by the mechanical
support structures of the coil, a levitated high-temperature superconducting coil was developed and used in the Mini-RT
experiment [8]. Based on these basic studies, RT-1 was constructed and started operation in 2006 [2]. In RT-1, physics
of both fusion-oriented high temperature plasmas and nonneutral plasmas have been investigated [9, 10]. Another approach to the advanced fusion concept in the dipole ﬁeld conﬁguration [11] has been also studied at the Levitated Dipole
Experiment (LDX) [12] whose levitation system design is reported in [13].
As a conﬁnement geometry for non-neutral plasmas
[14] including antimatter plasmas [15] and other charged
particles[16–19], toroidal geometries may be attractive because of their capability to conﬁne charged particles consisting of multiple species at any non-neutrality [20, 21]. In
the axisymmetric magnetic conﬁguration of the dipole, excellent charged particle conﬁnement properties are expected because of the conservation of the canonical angular momentum.
By utilizing this property, the A Positron-Electron eXperiment (APEX) collaboration plans to use a compact levitated
dipole geometry as the magnetic trapping conﬁgurations for
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electron-positron pair-plasmas. Experimental understanding
of the unique properties of the pair plasmas [22, 23] is the ﬁnal
goal of APEX. Another approach to electron-positron plasma
creation is also underway using intense laser [24, 25]. Initial
experiments with a mechanically-supported permanent magnet [26], operated at the NEutron induced POsitron Source
MUniCh (NEPOMUC) positron facility [27], achieved lossless injection of the positron beam into the closed dipole ﬁeld
conﬁguration [28] and stable trapping of positrons [29]. These
experiments with the low energy positron beams of NEPOMUC [30, 31] demonstrated the excellent conﬁnement properties of the dipole magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration.
One of the next major milestones of the APEX project is
the simultaneous conﬁnement of both positrons and electrons
in the dipole ﬁeld conﬁguration. For the stable conﬁnement
of pair-plasmas, the levitation of a dipole ﬁeld coil magnet is
needed, which may be realized by a feedback-controlled levitation system. In addition to its application for the realization
of electron-positron plasmas, using low-energy positrons or
using intense lasers, this conﬁguration is also potentially applicable for trapping multiple charged particle species for ion
and plasma physics experiments.
In this study, we developed a feedback-controlled magnetic
levitation system to be used for the compact levitated dipole
experiment of the APEX project. Although Earnshaw’s theorem [32] forbids stable levitation of an object against gravity with static electric and magnetic ﬁelds, there are several
methods to stabilize the levitation [33–38]. In section II, we
review the mechanism of magnetic levitation with a feedbackcontrolled system [39–43] and consider the practical choice of
the operation parameters of the levitation system for a charged
particle trap. In section III, we report on a simple feedbackcontrolled levitation system realized using conventional analogue circuits [44] and analyze the stability of the system.
The properties of the magnetic levitation with this system are
investigated using a small permanent magnet and compared
with the stability analysis. In section IV, we analyze the orbit
of charged particles in a compact levitated dipole experiment
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in comparison with a permanent magnet dipole ﬁeld conﬁguration.

Because Br is proportional to the L coil current IL for a ﬁxed
geometry and ﬁxed NL , we may write (1) as
mF

II. EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF
MAGNETIC LEVITATION

d 2 zF
= −2π rF NF hIF IL − mF g
dt 2

(4)

using
A. Force balance for a ﬂoating magnet

Br (rF , zF ) = h(rF , zF )IL .
In this section, we review the levitation mechanism needed
for the stability analysis and levitation experiments [41, 43].
Figure 1 shows a typical geometry of a magnetic levitation
experiment. We assume that a circular ﬂoating (F) coil or
magnet is levitated at the equator (z = 0) of the experiment
using an upward magnetic force from a circular levitation (L)
coil. We anticipate coaxially placing the L coil above the F
coil to provide an upward levitation force if the currents are in
the same direction. In addition, we choose a conﬁguration to
stabilize the tilt motion of the F coil, as we will discuss later.
According to the vertical position of the F coil, which is monitored by a laser positioning sensor, for example, the L coil
current is adjusted with a feedback-controlled system. The L
coil carries a total current of IL NL which generates an attractive magnetic force to levitate the F coil with a mass mF and a
total current of IF NF . Here IL and IF are coil currents, and NL
and NF are the numbers of turns in each coil. The major radius
and vertical position of the F coil are rF and zF . Although we
perform this analysis with the levitation of a superconducting
coil in mind, we take the current in the F coil to be ﬁxed in
the following analysis. While magnetic ﬂux is conserved for
a superconductor, we can chose a levitation conﬁguration so
that the expected variation in the current associated with the
perturbations we consider is negligible.
The vertical motion of the F coil in this system is determined by the equation of motion,
mF

d 2 zF
= −2π rF NF IF Br − mF g,
dt 2

the radial component of the magnetic ﬁeld generated by the L
coil at (r, z) is

µ0 NL IL (z − zL )

2π r ((r + rL )2 + (z − zL )2 )1/2


rL2 + r2 + (z − zL )2
E(k) .
× −K(k) +
(rL − r)2 + (z − zL )2

In the equilibrium state of (4), the force balance equation is
2π rF NF hIF IL + mF g = 0.

(6)

For a ﬁxed geometry of the F coil, the upward force on the L
coil is proportional to Br generated by the F coil. This ﬁeld
strength proﬁle is explained in the next subsection.
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FIG. 1. A schematic of a typical levitated dipole experiment and its
feedback-controlled levitation system.

(1)

where Br is the radial component of magnetic ﬁeld at the location of the F coil (rF , zF ) generated by the L coil. Here
current in both coils is taken to be in the positive azimuthal
direction (counter-clockwise when viewed from above). For a
ring current, the radial component of the ﬁeld may be numerically calculated using complete elliptic integrals of the ﬁrst
and second kinds, K(k) and E(k). We assume that the circular
L coil of radius rL , current IL , and NL turns is located at the
vertical position of z = zL . By using K(k) and E(k), where
s
4rrL
k=
,
(2)
2
(r + rL ) + (z − zL )2

Br (r, z) =

(5)

(3)

B. Stability of levitation

In order to evaluate the stability of vertical coil motion, we
deﬁne the inverse scale length, α , for the change in the vertical
magnetic force Fz (z) as

α (z) =

dFz /dz d(IF Br )/dz
=
.
Fz
IF Br

(7)

The vertical coil motion is unstable when α is positive. For a
permanent magnet, (7) becomes

α (z) =

1 dBr
1 dh
=
,
Br dz
h dz

(8)

assuming that the ﬁeld of the magnet is generated by an equivalent ring current.
Typical oscillation frequency of the F coil is an important system parameter toward the development of a feedbackcontrolled stabilizing system. For small vertical oscillation
motion of the F coil near the equilibrium point of z = 0, the
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FIG. 2. When the magnetic ﬁeld components are positive in the directions shown (black arrows) and the direction of the current is indicated
(counter-clockwise from above), the forces on the coil to decide stabilities (red arrows) are shown for (a) vertical, (b) slide, and (c) tilt
displacements of the F coil from the equilibrium levitation positon.

coil oscillation motion is approximated as a harmonic oscillation in a restoring force of
Fz (z) = −kz = −2π rF IF NF

dBr
z.
dz

The vertical oscillation frequency of the F coil is then
r
1
2π rF IF NF dBr
f=
.
2π
mF
dz

(9)

(10)

For the parameters of a permanent magnet levitation system
described below, we have f = 5 Hz. In general, it is difﬁcult
to stabilize fast oscillations using a feedback control system.
This is mainly because of the effects of delay times of the system, caused by the ﬁnite response speed of a power supply and
laser positioning sensor, and eddy currents. Thus stabilization
of the slower vertical motion of a larger-mass coil is easier, although the entire properties of the levitation system of course
depend on many parameters in addition to the characteristic
frequency.
The motions of a ﬂoating coil magnet are classiﬁed into
vertical, slide, and tilt motions, as shown in Fig. 2. We review
the linear stability analysis of these motions with respect to
position of the F and L coils, in order to decide the operation
parameters of the experiment. Variation of the magnetic force
on a small coil segment due to a vertical displacement is given
by
d(NF IF Br )
dBr
= NF IF
.
dz
dz

(11)

again assuming that IF is constant.
For the vertical motion shown in Fig. 2 (a), we consider the
Lorentz force working at one point of the F coil because of the
axial symmetry of the system. With a small vertical deviation
∆z of the coil position from the equilibrium point of z = 0, the
radial magnetic ﬁeld at the F coil position at r = rF is
Br1 = Br0 +

∂ Br
∂z

∆z,

(12)

∂ Br
∂z

Bz1 = Bz0 +

Bz2 = Bz0 −

∂ Bz
∂r

r=rF , z=0

∂ Bz
∂r

r=rF , z=0

∆r,

(14)

∆r.

(15)

Because the F coil current is the same at positions 1 and 2, the
stability condition is simply
Bz1 < Bz2 .

(16)

From (14) and (15), the slide motion is stable when

∂ Bz
∂r

< 0.

(17)

r=rF , z=0

For the tilt motion of the F coil, as shown in Fig. 2 (c),
we consider a small angular deviation from the equilibrium
position and compare the Lorentz forces working at two symmetric points of the F coil. There are four force components
that produce torque on the coil. They depend on the following
quantities using the small angle approximation.
Br1 cos θ ∼ Br0 +

∂ Br
∂z

rF θ ,

(18)

r=rF , z=0

Bz1 sin θ ∼ Bz0 θ ,

(19)

Bz2 sin θ ∼ Bz0 θ ,

(20)

r=rF , z=0

where Br0 is a value at the equilibrium point. This vertical
motion is stable when
0<

generating a restoring force for a positive deviation of ∆z. Because Br is generally negative in the assumed conﬁguration,
this condition means that the absolute value of Br is a decreasing function of z near z = 0.
For the slide instability, we consider the Lorentz forces
working at two symmetric points on the F coil as shown in
Fig. 2 (b), again due to the symmetry of the system. With a
small position deviation ∆r in a horizontal direction, the vertical magnetic ﬁeld strengths at the two positions are

,
r=rF , z=0

(13)

Br2 cos θ ∼ Br0 −

∂ Br
∂z

rF θ .
r=rF , z=0

(21)
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FIG. 3. Stability maps of the (a) vertical, (b) slide, and (c) tilt motions of the F coil as functions of the radius and vertical position of the L coil.
The radius and vertical position of the F coil are normalized to be r = 1 and z = 0. Regions satisfying the conditions (13), (17), and (23) are
plotted as solid blue lines, while dashed red lines show unstable regions. The chain lines in orange and labeled ’0’ are the stability boundaries.

5

The tilt motion is stabilized when

LDX

Br2 cos θ < Br1 cos θ + Bz1 sin θ + Bz2 sin θ ,

(22)

levitation
test exp.

4

0 < Bz0 + rF

∂ Br
∂z

.

(23)

r=rF , z=0

These stability conditions solely depend on the spatial conﬁguration of the F and L coils. We plot (13), (17), and (23) in
Fig. 3 for various L coil positions by ﬁxing the position of the
F coil at a normalized position. Namely, we assume that the
F coil is approximated as a ring current with a radius of r = 1
and located on the z = 0 plane. The contours with dashed
lines show the unstable regions, while regions with solid lines
satisﬁes the stable conditions. A clear interpretation from the
diagrams is that it is impossible to stabilize all of these instabilities simultaneously just by adjusting and coil conﬁguration. This can be understood because, in a current-free region
where the curl of the magnetic ﬁeld is zero, the RHS of (13)
equals the LHS of (17). Therefore, vertical and slide motions
are not simultaneously stabilized, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and
(b). Vertical instability is one dimensional, while slide instability is two dimensional. Because the detection and control of
one-dimensional motions are mush easier than those for twodimensional displacements, we chose a coil conﬁguration so
that the F coil is stable for slide motion and unstable for vertical motion. The remaining vertical instability may be stabilized by a feedback-controlled system, as explained in the
next section. As can be seen from Fig. 2 (c), tilt motion can
be stabilized by placing the L coil at a location to avoid instability. In particular, if the L coil radius is more than 1.4 times
the radius of the F coil, tilt stability is assured. It is known that
the tilt instability may be stabilized by using additional coils,
but we will focus on a two-coil system in this study.
As well as the stability conditions, we need to consider the
levitation force required to realize efﬁcient levitation of the
coil magnet, which is related to the required capacity of the
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FIG. 4. Color contours show radial magnetic ﬁeld Br at the F coil position of (r, z) = (1, 0) generated by the L coil located at various positions. The ﬁeld strength is normalized to the value at (r, z) = (1, 0.5).
Lines shows stable (solid lines) and unstable (dashed lines) regions
for slide and tilt motions of the F coil for various L coil positions and
the F coil ﬁxed at (r, z) = (1, 0).

L coil and power supplies. This is determined by the magnitude of the radial magnetic ﬁeld generated by the L coil at
the position of the F coil. The color contours in Fig. 4 plot
Br generated by the L coil at the position of the F coil as a
function of the L coil position. The stabilities of slide and
tilt motions are also superimposed in the ﬁgure. From these
contours one can see that for a given L coil radius there are
two vertical positions that give the same Br (and therefore, for
a given F coil mass and current a possible equilibrium position. One of these L coil positions is always in the region of
slide stability (vertical instability) and the other is slide unsta-
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ble (vertically stable). The coil conﬁguration may be decided
according to these equilibrium and stability properties of the
levitation system. Parameters of the several levitated dipole
experiments and a levitation test experiment, to be described
in the following section, are also plotted in the ﬁgure. All of
the experiments shown are stable for slide and tilt motions but
unstable for vertical motion.
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III. LEVITATION SYSTEM AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

Through the analysis summarized in the previous section,
it is clear that a feedback-controlled system is required to stabilize the vertical motion of the F coil. In this section, we
construct such a system using conventional analogue circuits
with a test levitation experiment using a permanent magnet.
The stability of the system is analyzed using transfer functions
[43] and the analysis is compared with experimental results.

A. Levitation analysis and test experiment

PID
circuit

+

-

1 feedback
control

controllable
current source

chamber
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equation
of motion

2 power
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3 eddy
current

4 coil
motion

laser

5 position sensor
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FIG. 5. Flow chart for the levitation system of a levitated dipole
experiment.

Figure 5 shows the ﬂow chart of the levitation system corresponding to Fig. 1 [43]. The position signal from a laser
sensor is sent to a feedback-control circuit that produces an
output signal accordingly. This output signal controls the current of the L coil so that the F coil is stably levitated. In a
real experiment, there is a time lag between the L coil current
and Br at the F coil because of the eddy currents induced in
conductors (e.g. a vacuum chamber). The F coil responds to
Br according to the equation of motion.
We investigated levitation stabilization using a simple experiment with a permanent magnet as shown in Fig. 6. A
cylindrical neodymium magnet (MISUMI HXN20-3) of diameter 20 mm, height 3 mm, and weight 7 g. was levitated
with this system. Including buffer material wrapped around
the magnet, the total weight of the magnet was 8.4 g. Field
strength at the magnet surface was 0.18 T, according to a measurement with a Hall magnetic sensor probe. The magnetic
ﬁeld of this permanent magnet is approximated as a current
loop of 2990 A and diameter of 20 mm. The levitation coil
with 90 turns was located above the magnet, as shown in the
ﬁgure, and was operated at a current of 7 A for the equilibrium
levitation point of the magnet at z = 0 cm. The levitation coil

magnet
o/ 20

37

o/ 50

thickness 3mm

74

235
100

19

90

laser position
sensor
100±50 mm

unit in (mm)

53

15

FIG. 6. A schematic of a levitation test experiment with a permanent magnet, (a) the top view and (b) side view of the experiment.
The magnet is stably levitated by the magnetic force of a levitation
coil whose current is feedback-controlled according to the magnet
position.

was approximated as a current loop of 630 A and diameter of
60 mm. The levitation coil current was supplied by a 10 A
power supply, Elektro-Automatik PS3065-10B, whose output
current was externally controlled by input voltage into its analogue interface. The vertical magnet position was monitored
by a laser sensor, Sick OD-1, which can measure a distance
in a range of 50 and 150 mm from the sensor head. This laser
sensor had an analogue voltage output between 0 and 10 V
proportional to the object’s position in the measurable range.
We use a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) circuit to
provide feedback to the L coil power supply which is made
with easily available and low cost analogue operational ampliﬁers, as shown in Fig. 7. This circuit is based on the design
of J. Morikawa [39]. We used Analog Devices OP97, lownoise small-drift operational ampliﬁers. At present, this is a
circuit used one laser position sensor system with only one
input interface. Analogue output signal form a laser position
sensor is sent to U1 and U2. In future experiments, we plan
to add two laser sensors, using U2 as an averaging circuit for
the three inputs. The output signal from U2 is sent to a differential ampliﬁer U3. The output voltage from U3 is proportional to the difference between the coil position signal and a
reference signal Vref . This signal Verr = Vi − Vref is called an
error signal. Here Vref was generated by an adjustable voltage
regulator, Texas Instruments LM317. The output of the differential ampliﬁer U3 is then sent to the P, I, and D circuits,
which generates
VP = −
VI = −

1
R51C51

R43
Verr ,
R41

(24)

Z

Verr dt, and

VD = −R63C61

dVerr
.
dt

(25)

(26)
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FIG. 7. A PID control system realized by conventional analog components to feedback-control the L coil current for the F coil and magnet
levitation using the signal from a laser positioning sensor. U1-8 are Analog Devices OP97 with 0.1 µ F bypass capacitors at each power supply
pins. DC voltages of ±15 V were supplied by a series-regulated power supply.

These signals were combined by a summing circuit U7. The
output voltage of inverter U8, VO , was used as a current control signal, which was sent to the control interface of the power
supply of the L coil.
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FIG. 8. (a) Time response of a system with the L coil and power supply PS3065-10B, current output signal (bottom) against the input of
rectangular control voltage (top). (b) Time response of laser position
sensor OD-1, against fast (< 0.1 ms) change of a target position.

In order to stabilize the D component of the circuit, around
U6 in Fig. 7, the bandwidth of this ampliﬁer was limited
with the characteristic frequencies of f1 = 1/R61C61 and f2 =
1/R63C62 , as shown in the ﬁgure, which should be much
higher than the oscillation frequency of the F coil motion. In
deciding the value of f2 , it also should be considered that R63
is a variable resistance. One should also try to reduce the capacitive component at the output of U6 between the ground in
constructing the circuit. When the transfer length between the
laser positioning system and the PID control circuit was long,
we found that a conventional RC low pass ﬁlter with a time
constant of ∼ 1 ms, installed at the input of the PID circuit,
was efﬁcient in reducing the noise in the position signal. In
order to avoid the switching noises, DC voltages for the circuits were supplied by a series regulator based power supply
circuit.
The transfer function of each component of the PID circuit

is related to the total circuit transfer function G1 by


1
D
G1 = P + Ds + I ∼ P 1 + s ,
s
P

(27)

where s = jω , P = R43 /R41 < 200 and D = R63C61 < 1.88
with parameters in Fig. 7. Here we neglect the I component
which is not necessarily needed for levitation and often satisﬁes I/s << P, Ds.
The time responses of the system with the L coil and its
power supply is shown in Fig. 8 (a). For the L coil power
supply system, we approximate G2 as
G2 = γ

1
(A/V),
1 + s/909

(28)

a ﬁrst-order transfer function with a 1.1 ms time constant,
which was obtained by an exponential ﬁtting as shown in the
ﬁgure. Here γ is the gain of the power supply, i.e., output current (A) per input voltage (V), and γ = 1 in this experiment.
Eddy current effects increase the response time of the system, which also may be approximated as a ﬁrst-order transfer
function. However, because the test experiment has no vacuum chamber, we ignore the eddy current effects as
G3 = 1.

(29)

The equation of motion of the F coil is linearized by taking
IL = IL0 (1 + Id /IL0 ) and h = h0 (1 + α z) as


d2z
Id
+ α z − mF g.
mF 2 = −2π rF NF h0 IF IL0 1 +
dt
IL0

(30)

Because the equilibrium requires −2π rF NF h0 IF IL0 − mF g = 0,
we have


d2z
Id
mF 2 = mF g
+ αz .
(31)
dt
IL0
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By taking the Laplace transform, this equation becomes
g
s2 Z(s) =
Id (s) + gα Z(s).
(32)
IL0
Then the transfer function of the coil motion is
Z(s)
1
1
=
.
2
Id (s) IL0 α s /(gα ) − 1

(33)

For the present parameters, force balance is realized when
the L coil, approximated by a ring current, is located at
z = 4.75 cm. We numerically calculate Br , dBr /dz, and α ,
as shown in Fig. 9. Because Br = 0.436 mT and dB/dr =
−0.0234 T/m at z = 0 cm, at the position of the F coil, we
have α = 54.1 /m. Also, the L coil current was IL0 = 7 A.
For these parameters, the transfer function of the equation of
motion is given by
1
1
G4 =
(m/A).
379 s2 /530 − 1

(34)

Because the variation of α and Br is relatively weak near the
equilibrium point, as shown in Fig. 9, it is expected that the
stability condition is also not very sensitive around z = 0. This
suggest the possibility of stable magnetic lift up and landing
of the magnet by controlling the levitation coil current.
For the laser sensor, whose time responses is shown in
Fig. 8 (b), we include the response time of 0.22 ms for the
ﬁrst-order transfer function and gain of 100, which yields
G5 = 100

1
(V/m).
1 + s/4550

(35)

By combining G1 to G5 using the block diagram in Fig. 5,
we have the total transfer function GT = G1 G2 G3 G4 /(1 +
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 ) which can be written as,


P
s
1 + DP s 1 + 4550
379

GT =
  s2
 100
 (36)
s
s
+ 379 P 1 + DP s
1 + 909
1 + 4550
530 − 1
for the entire levitation system. The characteristics equation
of the system is written as, by using the characteristic polynomial, the denominator of this equation,
a4 s4 + a3 s3 + a2 s2 + a1 s + a0 = 0,

20

30

40

D (s)

FIG. 9. The values of Br and α of the levitation test experiment for
different vertical positions of the magnet. The L coil is located at z =
+4.75 cm.

G4 =

10

4

(37)

FIG. 10. Stability conditions in (41) (red lines) and in (42) (blue
lines) of the levitation test experiment for various D and P values.
The arrows indicate conditions to satisfy these equations.

where a4 = 4.56×10−10 , a3 = 2.49×10−6 , a2 = 1.89×10−3 ,
a1 = 0.264D − 1.32 × 10−3 , and a0 = 0.264P − 1.00. The solutions of the characteristic equation are called poles. In order
that the system is stable, the real parts of all poles must be
negative. Otherwise, i.e., when the characteristic equation has
a positive pole, the step response (response of a system for input of a step function) has a divergent exponential term. Here
in order to determine the stability of this system, we use the
Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion [45], which is equivalent to
the above statement about the poles. According to this criterion, the stability conditions of this system are the following
three equations.
an > 0,

(38)

a3 a1
= a3 a2 − a4 a1 > 0, and
a4 a2

(39)

a3 a1 0
a4 a2 a0 = a3 a2 a1 − a4 a21 − a23 a0 > 0.
0 a3 a1

(40)

From these equations, we have the stability conditions of the
system as follows.
5.00 × 10−3 < D < 39.0, and

(41)

3.79 < P < −19.4D2 + 758D.

(42)

Lines in Fig. 10 shows these conditions. The vertical motion
of the F coil is stabilized by choosing appropriate feedback
parameters. Experimentally it is convenient to operate in the
lower left region of stability where the values of P and D are
simultaneously smaller.
B.

Levitation experiments

By using the system described above, we tested the
feedback-controlled levitation of a permanent magnet. The
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voltage (V)

voltage (V)

80
60

P

magnet was initially placed below the equilibrium point on a
supporting plate at z = −1.3 cm , and smoothly moved up to
z = 0 cm by adjusting the Vref of the control circuit. As shown
in Fig. 11, the magnet was stably levitated without time constraints when the Vref , P, and D values were appropriately adjusted. At the end of the levitation, the magnet was moved
down to z = −1.3 cm again by adjusting the value of Vref .

40
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FIG. 12. Set of Vref and P values that realized stable levitation of the
magnet at z = 0 cm (circles) and the plot of (43) where β = 1 (solid
line).
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FIG. 11. Long time (∼ 8000 s) levitation of the permanent magnet
realized by the stabilization of its vertical motion by the feedbackcontrolled system. Signals of (a) laser sensor position output and (b)
PID control circuit output.

40

20

The equilibrium levitation state is realized as follows. For
a ﬁxed equilibrium coil position, the L coil current IL1 and
position signal Vi1 from a laser sensor are ﬁxed values. This
equilibrium is decided according to the equation of motion in
the gravity. Here two conditions, pertain: 1) that L coil current
is sufﬁcient to satisfy the minimum equilibrium requirements
for the F coil (magnet) parameters and 2) that the values of P
and D satisfy (41) and (42). The DC component of the output
from the the feedback circuit is VO = −P(Vi1 −Vref ). The DC
coil current may be controlled so that it is proportional to VO ,
we can write it as −γ P(Vi1 − Vref ). Then this system has a
steady state solution determined by the control variables Vref
and P so that
IL1 = −γ P(Vi1 −Vref )

0
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

D (s)

FIG. 13. Comparison of the levitation experiment and stability conditions. Minimum values of D required for the stable levitation (see
main text) are plotted as circles for different P values. Numerically
obtained stability conditions of (41) (red line) and (42) (blue lines)
are also plotted (the arrows indicate conditions to satisfy these equations) for comparison around the measurement region (near the origin of Fig. 10).

(43)

is satisﬁed. The F coil is levitated at a certain point according
to the values of Vref and P. According to the velocity of the
levitated magnet, the D component of the circuit provides a
stabilization force on the magnet. It is noted that we can realize an equilibrium solution with a same IL value and vertical
position with various set of Vref and P values. We conﬁrmed
this relation in (43) with experiments. In the present experimental setup, we have γ = 1. In Fig. 12, we plot values of Vref
and P for the constant L coil current of IL = 7 A, and constant
magnet position of z = 0 cm, which showed good agreement
with (43).
Finally we compare the levitation condition with the stability analysis. Circles in Fig. 13 show minimum D values
needed for stable levitation for various P values. We found
that levitation was realized when 6.6 × 10−3 ≤ D and 4.1 ≤ P.
When P was below this value, the magnet was not levitated
stably with any D value. These values showed fairly good

agreement with (41) and (42), in spite of the use of a rather
simpliﬁed analysis model. When the P and D values were
close to the stability condition lines in the ﬁgure, the magnet behavior was irregular. The magnet position was often
stable for a very short time, but eventually vertical instability
grew, which was sometimes stabilized for another short time
and sometimes not. Such a non-reproductive behavior might
be caused by magnetic ﬁeld errors and rotation of the magnet with small structural and ﬁeld asymmetries, as well as by
the effects of electromagnetic noise in the experiment environment. As a criteria for determination of stability in this
ﬁgure, we judged that the system is stable when the magnet
was levitated for more than 10 s without signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations. When the D value was typically two times larger than
the critical value expected by (42), the magnet was stably levitated without time constraints, as shown in Fig. 11.
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FIG. 14. (1) The schematic views and (2) magnetic conﬁgurations of a dipole ﬁeld trap (a) with a permanent magnet and (b) with a superconducting coil. Green lines (2) show examples of positron orbits projected onto the r − z plane.

IV. TRAPPING PROPERTIES IN PERMANENT MAGNET
AND LEVITATED DIPOLE GEOMETRIES

As demonstrated in the prototype APEX experiment at the
NEPOMUC slow positron facility [29], in a dipole magnetic
ﬁeld conﬁguration generated by a permanent magnet, charged
particles including positrons are conﬁned for a fairly long
time. Because the ﬁeld lines of a permanent magnet intersect
the magnet surface, as shown in Fig. 14 (a-1), however, the
upper limit of the trapping time may be set by recombination
loss at the magnet surface caused by the collisional transport
of particles into the loss cone of the magnetic mirror. In real
experiments, it is not straightforward to predict the trapping
properties of a dipole ﬁeld trap because various parameters,
including the injection conditions, vacuum and remaining gas
species, and the electric and magnetic symmetry of the system in relation to the conservation of canonical angular momentum. In the prototype APEX experiment with a moderate vacuum condition, it was found that the loss cone effects

caused by collisions with neutral molecules was an important
loss channel of positrons [29]. For single-component nonneutral plasmas, such a loss channel on the magnet surface
may be suppressed by applying a DC voltage on the magnet
so that trapping electric ﬁelds are generated. However, when
the trap is asymmetric, for example because of its injection
E × B plates located near the trapping region of the APEX
experiment [28], bias voltage on the magnet generates asymmetric electric ﬁelds that break the conservation of canonical
angular momentum of a trapped particle. This can cause a signiﬁcant degradation of the conﬁnement properties of the trap.
Furthermore, when we try to conﬁne multi-component plasmas including electrons and positrons, we cannot apply such
bias voltage on the magnet in order to avoid the mirror loss of
both of particles.
The particle decay caused by the transport of particles into
the loss cone is reduced by replacing the permanent magnet
with a levitated superconducting (SC) ring coil in the trap, as
shown in Fig. 14, which is planned to be used in the APEX
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FIG. 15. Fraction of particles remaining in the trap as a function of
time in levitated SC coil (solid line) and permanent magnet (dashed
line) conﬁgurations when the mean neutral collision frequency is
νne = 1 × 10−3 fgyro .

the trapping region is fgyro = 1/Tgyro = 100 MHz. Examples
of positron orbits (although particle drift toroidally, the orbits
shown are projected onto the r-z plane in the right half of each
Fig. 14 (a-2) and (b-2)) clearly show variation of the guiding
center caused by neutral collisions. In the total calculation
time of 105 Tgyro , a typical positron makes approximately 100
toroidal rotations due to the curvature and grad-B drift in the
dipole magnetic ﬁeld. In the permanent magnet conﬁguration, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 15, when particles
are initially located in the loss cone, they are promptly lost
by hitting the magnet. In the present conditions, the fraction of such positrons was 2.6 %. A considerable fraction of
positrons are transported into the loss cone and are lost on the
magnet surface when neutral collisions affects the positron orbit after t ∼ 1 × 103 Tgyro . In contrast, in the geometry of SC
coil this loss channel is greatly reduced, as shown by the solid
line in the ﬁgure. Although there is no loss cone for the SC
coil conﬁguration, some of the magnetic ﬁeld lines intersect
the SC coil surface and chamber wall, as shown in Fig. 14.
Because of the radial transport of particles into such regions
caused by neutral collisions, positrons are gradually lost after
t ∼ 4 × 104 Tgyro in the present calculation conditions.
1

fraction of particles

experiment. In contrast to those of a permanent magnet, the
ﬁeld lines of a SC coil are closed around the coil, which can
greatly reduce the loss of particles compared to the case with
a permanent magnet. Here we compare the trapping properties of dipole ﬁeld conﬁgurations generated by a permanent
magnet and a SC coil by numerically calculating the particle
orbit in these geometries in order to conﬁrm the expected improvement in conﬁnement in the presence of pitch angle scattering elastic collisions. We assume conﬁgurations shown in
Fig. 14. When the trap has a levitation coil, the variation of the
magnetic ﬁelds, especially the appearance of the separatrix,
greatly modiﬁes the trapping properties. In order to remove
such effects in the comparison and to investigate the variation only caused by the replacement of the permanent magnet
with the SC coil, we used levitated trapping geometries for
both the permanent magnet and SC coil cases. In Fig. 14 (a),
a permanent magnet of diameter 28 mm, height 40 mm, and
surface ﬁeld strength B = 0.6 T is placed at the equator of the
trap. These parameters are same as those of a magnet used
in the prototype APEX experiment [26]. In (b) of the ﬁgure,
the magnet is replaced with a SC coil with the same magnetic
moment, which is generated by a ring current of 9.8 kA and
diameter 56 mm. The magnet and SC coil are levitated by a
pulling force between the lifting coil located in the upward
direction, as investigated in the previous sections.
In the orbit analysis, we use the parameters of the slow
positron beam supplied at the open beam port of NEPOMUC.
Namely, positrons with parallel kinetic energy of 5 eV with
an energy spread of 1 eV and a perpendicular energy spread
of 1 eV were injected from positions near the equator of the
trap at r = 8 cm. The initial positions of the particles were
distributed with a full width half maximum of 5 mm. Both the
energy spreads and spatial position were given as a randomlysampled Gaussian distribution. Optimization of efﬁcient injection of particles [28] into the SC dipole ﬁeld trap is beyond
the scope of this study, although this is an important issue to
be studied in future work. The orbit of 1000 particles were
calculated with the Bunemann-Boris particle pusher algorithm
[46] in the magnetic ﬁelds shown in the ﬁgure including the
effects of neutral collisions. Because the kinetic energy of
positrons is quite low, here we considered only random elastic
collisions with a constant mean collision frequency νne . Due
to the variation of guiding center position caused by the collisions, some particles are lost after being scattered into the
loss cone of magnet or onto ﬁeld lines that intersect the SC
coil. We used the surface shape of the magnet as described
above, and that of the SC coil as a torus with minor radius
10 mm and major radius 28 mm. We also assumed a chamber wall at r = 250 mm as another loss channel of positrons.
When positrons reached these structures, we judged that they
are lost and stopped tracking the orbit in the calculation.
Figure 15 shows the fraction of particles remaining in the
trap as a function of time when the mean neutral collision frequency was νne = 1 × 10−3 fgyro , where fgyro is the mean cyclotron or gyro-frequency. Here the fraction of particles at t is
deﬁned as the ratio of positrons that are not lost by annihilation on the magnet and coil surfaces or chamber wall at t after
injection at t = 0. The typical gyrofrequency of a positron in
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FIG. 16. Fraction of particles at t = 1 × 105 Tgyro in a levitated SC
coil (solid line) and permanent magnet (dashed line) conﬁgurations
for various νne values.

For different νne values between 10−4 fgyro and 10−2 fgyro ,
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the fraction of positrons at t = 105 Tgyro is plotted in Fig. 16.
The trapping properties are strongly affected by the neutral
collisions. In the permanent magnet trap, where particles are
continuously transported into the loss cone, the collision effects are not negligible even at νne = 10−4 fgyro (the dashed
line in the ﬁgure). Most of injected positrons are lost at
t = 105 Tgyro when νne is higher than 5 × 10−3 fgyro . By replacing the permanent magnet with the SC coil, as shown by the
solid line in the ﬁgure, there is a drastic improvement of the
trapping properties. While considerable ratio of particles are
lost when 1 × 10−3 < νne because of collisional radial transport toward the SC coil surface and chamber wall, the fraction
of positrons of this new geometry exceeds that of the permanent magnet in the entire νne range. Although the νne values
in the present calculation is not necessarily relevant to the actual experiment due to the calculation time limitation, we can
expect the improved conﬁnement properties in the SC dipole
compared with the permanent magnet conﬁguration by properly choosing the experimental conditions.

net motion. These results provide a concrete basis for the design of a compact levitated dipole experiment for the APEX
project. Together with the experimental results, in this paper,
we also presented a practical review on the levitation physics
needed for the construction of a feedback-controlled magnetic
levitation system for a charged particle trap. In order to estimate the trapping properties of charged particles in the dipole
ﬁeld trap by replacing the permanent magnet with a levitated
superconducting coil, especially to investigate the effects of
the reduction of loss cone, we analyzed the orbit of slow
positrons in both of the trapping geometries. Assuming slow
radial transport of particles across magnetic ﬁeld lines, which
is realized by collisions with neutral particles in the present
study, the comparison calculation showed the possibility of
improved conﬁnement properties in the new superconducting
dipole ﬁeld conﬁguration. These results suggest that a levitated superconducting dipole trap is potentially applicable to
a compact and low-cost trapping geometry for various charged
particles in atomic and non-neutral plasmas, and especially for
the electron-positron plasmas in the APEX experiment.

V. CONCLUSION
VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

To conclude, we developed a feedback-controlled magnetic
levitation system to be used for the levitation of a superconducting dipole ﬁeld coil in the APEX pair-plasma project. The
properties of the levitation system were investigated using a
mock-up experiment with a permanent magnet. Comparison
of the experimental results showed fairly good agreement with
numerical analysis of the equilibrium and stability of the mag-
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